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Selected *Dialogue of Comfort* Bibliography, (261–69). There is also a brief summary on pp. 243–251.]
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See also *Literary Dialogue, and Utopia: Suicide and Death.*
Dialogue of Comfort, Hungary, the Turks and Geography

This section includes some articles on Geography in the Polemical Works.


B484. Manzalaoui, Mahmoud A. "Syria' in the Dialogue of Comfort." Moreana 2, no. 8 (November 1965): 21–27. [Geritz T026; Wentworth 757. Manzalaoui uses the dating of the fall of the Mameluke Kingdom of Egypt and Syria (mentioned in the Dialogue) to argue that Anthony is about 80 and Vincent about 20.]


See also articles by Manzalaoui and Murphy in Utopia: Maps and Geography.